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bstract

Too low humidification levels and too high stack temperatures, insufficient reactant gas flows causing starvation phenomena, bad controls of
ressure gaps between anode and cathode, further mechanical stress in the electrolyte can lead to severe and irreversible damages in PEM fuel
ells, i.e., sealing and gasket deterioration, and/or break in the membranes. Overboard leak checks, sometimes called pressure tests, performed with
itrogen and air are usually employed to highlight gas leakages inside the stack between anode and cathode stack compartments. This procedure
llows perfectly well the detection of crossover leaks occurring within the stack assembly. However, it is not appropriate to locate which cell or
ells have failed, to inform actually where the fault has occurred. The actual need of diagnosis procedures meeting these requirements is important.
ndeed, once the failed cells are identified, they may be removed and replaced by safe ones. The article presents some data and descriptions of
wo failed fuel cell stacks with different power levels, namely 100 W and 5 kW. Some leak checks are first performed and then some experimental
nvestigations are carried out with the goal to locate the defective cells. Some electrical signals which reflect the faults are generated. The open
urrent voltages of the cells are monitored in different operating conditions linked with the gas supply (flow rates, pressures). The procedures allow

he detection of the failed cells, which show abnormal performance and voltage pattern when compared to the other cells in the stack. The tests are
lso conducted in conditions that preserve as much as possible the integrity of the other safe cells. The experimental analysis is supported by the
roposition of modelling actions.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

.1. Fuel cells and transport requirements
The economical viability of the fuel cell systems in the
ransportation sector depends notably on improving the stack
urability and reliability. Typical lifetime requirements range
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rom 5000 h at least for car applications up to 20,000 operating
ours for bus applications. Moreover, when dealing with dura-
ility and reliability, efficient diagnosis of the fuel cell stack and
ystem appears as a major issue. Indeed, diagnosis solutions can
peed up the development cycle of new technologies, such as
uel cell vehicles, and improve user support and acceptance by
educing down time.

.2. Overview of the degradation phenomena leading to
as leakages in stacks
A few operating conditions, which can have significant
ffects on proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) dura-
ility, have been mentioned [1]. For instance, too large amount of
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ollutants in the feed gases [2], or stack operation at low current
ensities can affect the catalyst layer properties in the cells and
nduce much lower stack voltages [3,4]. Bad controls of pressure
aps between anode and cathode, too low humidification levels
nd too high stack temperatures, insufficient reactant gas flows
ausing starvation phenomena [5,6], mechanical stress of the
embrane electrode assembly (MEA) due to successive hydra-

ion/dehydration phases [7] can cause severe and irreversible
amages for the cells, i.e., sealing and gasket deterioration [8,9],
nd/or hotspots leading to breaks in the membranes. Perfluoro-
ulfonic acid electrolyte membranes are widely used in PEMFC
tacks because of their high conductivity as well as chemical
nd thermal stability. However, the deterioration of the perflu-
rinated ionomer electrolyte during long-term operation is also
ne of the most serious problems encountered [10–12]. It leads
o the gradual membrane thinning, to the formation of pinholes,
hich finally results in loss of performances. By considering

he low thickness value of the electrolyte (typically 25–150 �m
n order to reduce the ionic resistance), it is easy to understand
hat the membrane really constitutes one mechanical weak point
f the PEMFC technology. With the stack ageing and the elec-
rolyte decomposition, the increase of the reactant gas crossover,
.e., the permeation of hydrogen and oxygen across the mem-
rane is mostly inevitable. As a proof of the membrane thickness
ecrease as a function of time, fluoride ion is often detected from
he drain of the exhaust gases [13,14]. A low-molecular-weight
rganic compound, related to the decomposition of the perfluo-
osulfonic acid chain induced by cross-leakage of reactant gases,
as found in the drain [13]. Intensive research works are now
idely provided by electrochemists in order to understand the
ossible mechanisms of the polymer membrane degradation.
wo possible causes are generally mentioned: on one hand a

hermal decomposition by local combustion, and on the other
and the formation and attack of oxygen peroxide (H2O2). Aoki
t al. have developed a method to evaluate the degradation rate
f polymer electrolytes caused by cross-leakages of oxygen or
ydrogen in PEMFC [15]. They have shown that the electrolyte
as decomposed only when oxygen, hydrogen and platinum

oexisted.

.3. Various diagnosis approaches and goals

In any kind of system, the basic concept of fault diagnosis
onsists in the following tasks: fault detection and isolation,
nd fault analysis [16]. In order to perform these tasks, the
ollowing steps are generally carried out: residual generation,
.e., the generation of signals which reflect the faults, and the
esidual evaluation, i.e., the decision making as type and time
f fault occurrence. Depending on the method of residual gen-
ration, the methods of fault detection fall into one of three
ategories: signal-based, analytical model-based, knowledge-
ased. Signal-based fault detection is the most commonly used
orm. It consists in setting thresholds on signals or symptoms

xtracted from the system. In order to investigate the specific
roblem of the internal gas leakage, different sorts of diagno-
is methodology can possibly be used, depending in particular
n the application considered, namely in-lab single cell elec-
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rochemical characterisation during lifetime tests on dedicated
est bench, or rather practical oriented procedures for the test
f complete fuel cell stacks dedicated to embedded generators.
o, hydrogen crossover in single cell can be evaluated in various
perating conditions using well-suited electrochemical methods
nd apparatus [10]. In this case, some voltammetry systems can
e used to generate some slow-scan linear sweep voltammo-
rams and to enable the estimation of the hydrogen crossover
urrent density. The diagnosis problem is quite different if a fuel
ell stack composed of several is considered. Besides, beyond
he number of cells lay the larger power levels and thus the sig-
ificant quantities of reactive gas. Obviously, with the use of
ydrogen inside an aged stack, the important problem of safety
or persons and materials must also be taken into account [17].

Overboard leak checks, sometimes called pressure tests as
ell, performed with nitrogen and air are usually employed to
ighlight gas leakages inside the stack between anode and cath-
de stack compartments [18]. This procedure allows perfectly
ell the detection of crossover leaks occurring within the fuel

ell. However, it is not appropriate to locate which cell or cells
ave failed, to inform actually where the fault has occurred. The
ctual need of diagnosis procedures meeting these requirements
s important for mass marketing aims [19]. Indeed, once the
ailed cells are identified, they may be removed and replaced by
afe ones.

Thus, the objective of our current research is to develop direct,
imple and safe methods allowing the detection of the cells in
ault because of cross-leaked reactant gases. In the future, with
he progress made in the field of the membrane technology devel-
pment, the occurrence of the cell break problem should be
ramatically reduced. The step towards made in the research of
ell-suited physical conditions leading to extended stack life-

imes as well as the improvements at the FC system level (better
ncillary controls, use of peak power devices like supercapac-
tors to avoid strong dynamical solicitations of the FC stack)
hould participate to the reduction of the stack fault occurrence.
owever, with the trend of decreasing the membrane thickness

o increase its conductivity (Nafion 115 with a thickness of
27 �m; Nafion 112 with a thickness of 51 �m; recently Nafion
11 or Nafion 111 with a thickness of 25 �m), the fuel crossover
ay remain a limiting factor. Anyway, the proposed diagnosis

pproaches would be useful for experimenters in research lab-
ratories currently in charge of testing FC stacks (especially
edicated to future vehicle applications). Once a leakage prob-
em within the stack is detected, it is essential to know the course
f action to be taken, first on the test bench and finally on board
f the vehicle.

Some data and descriptions of two failed fuel cell stacks with
ifferent power levels, namely 100 W and 5 kW, are presented
n the article. Some leak checks are first performed and then
ome experimental investigations are carried out with the goal
o locate the broken cells. Some electrical signals which reflect
he faults are generated. The open current voltages of the cells are

onitored in different operating conditions linked with the gas

upply (flow rates, pressures). The procedures allow the detec-
ion of the failed cells, which show abnormal performance and
oltage pattern when compared to the other cells in the stack.
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he tests are also conducted in conditions that preserve as much
s possible the integrity of the other safe cells.

The collected test results are commented and explained in the
aper in particular through the development of a modelling tool.

. Definition of diagnosis procedures on a three-cell
tack

.1. Set-up and fuel cell stack

The preliminary investigations were first led with a low power
roughly 100 W) PEM three-cell stack. It has been assembled
ith commercially membranes (Gore MESGA Primea Series
510; active cell area of 100 cm2), gas diffusion layers (GDL)
nd machined graphite flow distribution plates. The FC oper-
tes at atmospheric pressure (maximal pressure of 1.5 bar abs.).
efore that the experiments described in the next subsections
ere done, the three-cell stack has been previously operated
uring several hundred hours in the framework of a lifetime
xperiment. Many physical parameters involved in the stack can
e controlled and measured thanks to a 1 kW test bench. By this
eans, the FC operating conditions can be mastered as accu-

ately as possible. For instance: gas flows and pressures at stack
nlets can be imposed by the process using mass flow controllers
nd back-pressure valves. The stack temperature and the gas
ygrometry rates can also be regulated. Flows, pressures, tem-
eratures at stack inlets and outlets as well as single cell voltages
nd load current can be monitored thanks to a home-made inter-
ace developed with LabviewTM. Various electro valves (EV) are
sed for instance to close the gas supply, to seal the anode and
athode compartments. The air supply is handled by a compres-
or system placed in a technical room of the facilities. Hydrogen
s stored in high-pressure tanks (at 200 bars) located outside of
he test room. A simplified scheme for the gas flow architecture
f the 1 kW test bench is proposed in Fig. 1. The gas humidifi-
ation systems, the FC cooling circuit as well as other devices
e.g., condensers) are not represented on the picture. Indeed, the

urpose here is only to make easier the understanding of the test
rocedures, which are described hereafter and involve mainly
ome fluidic actuators and sensors. A detailed description of the
est bench can be found elsewhere [20,21].

l
w
s
c

Fig. 1. Scheme of the 1 kW test bench gas flow architectu
ources 182 (2008) 449–461 451

.2. Leak tests

Generally, the leakage tests are performed primarily by the
tack manufacturers with air and/or nitrogen in order to verify
he correct assembly of the FC. These tests are performed at stack
eginning of life, sometimes on dedicated leakage test bench,
efore any use of hydrogen and any electrical performance test.
hese tests are designed to identify defective stack components,
uch as broken MEA or defective sealing, and stack assembly
rrors like displaced gaskets. They are also designed to ensure
hat the gas leak rates and gas crossover rates of the stack are

aintained within specified tolerated limits.
Different experiment methodologies can be employed either

o highlight external or internal leaks. For instance, it is possi-
le to estimate the leakage rate from the anode/cathode/cooling
ater compartments, connected together, towards to the exterior
f the stack. To reach this aim, the set of compartments is pres-
urised, sealed off and the evolution of the pressure inside the
ompartments is measured. A drop-down of the pressure level
s related with a leakage between the stack compartments and
he external surround. As an alternating method, the FC stack
an be placed into a transparent tank filled with deionised water
nd the external leakages can possibly be detected by observing
ome gas bubbling from any point of the stack surface. It is also
ossible to evaluate the leak rate inside the FC from one com-
artment to the other ones, and in particular between anode and
athode. For instance, the anode compartment of the stack can
e pressurised at 1.3 bar abs. with nitrogen and the cathode com-
artment is sealed at ambient pressure. Then, the pressures in
oth compartments shall be monitored as a function of time. The
as crossover from the anode to the cathode can be detected by
he pressure increase at cathode side. The nitrogen flow at stack
nlet can possibly be measured to evaluate the leakage flow value.
n any case, the pressure gap between anode and cathode should
ot exceed 500 mbar to preserve the MEA integrity. Moreover,
he temperature in the stack has to be maintained constant to
void any drift of the pressure measurements. The results of a

eak test between anode and cathode are shown in Fig. 2. The test
as performed with the three-cell stack depicted in the previous

ubsection. The rapid decrease of the pressure at cathode side
an be observed. This is a proof of a leakage existing somewhere

re used to operate the investigated three-cell stack.
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Fig. 2. Example of results for a leak test from an

nside the aged stack and caused by some defective sealing or by
ome holes in one or several membranes. As already mentioned
n Section 1, the test is not relevant to identify the failed cell. To
each this aim, additional tests are needed.

.3. Localisation of the failed cells

The primary reaction of the experimenter observing an inter-
al gas leakage inside a stack (corresponding to a significant
rossover rate) often consists in stopping the experiment, and in
articular in prohibiting the use of hydrogen. The test interrup-
ion may be definitive or temporary, following the importance
f the leak rate. A significant number of lifetime test results can
ow be found in the literature. Some of them are conducted by
olerating some crossover rates [10] and so far, no report of seri-
us safety problem could be found. However, the risk related
ith having a mix of hydrogen and oxygen inside the assembly

hall be considered. The possibility of combustion in the stack
hall be evaluated. The FC operation with a broken membrane
an result in crack enlargements, in some damages for the bipo-
ar plates of the failed cell. The other safe cells near the faulty
ne may be affected as well.

In case of a fault detected on a stack composed of a few cells
nly, the possibility of disassembling the FC can be considered.
he problem can be found and solved by removing some of the
ells and by performing several leak tests until a successful repair
s achieved. In this way, a kind of dichotomy approach could be
sed to isolate the failed cell(s). This method is safe because
he use of the stack with hydrogen is avoided. Anyway, such a

ethod is generally not easy to deal with and the experimenter
eeds considerable time to do the work. Moreover, cautious pro-
edures should be determined in order to avoid degradation of the
afe cells because of the assembling and disassembling. Never-
heless, some particular stack designs could be imagined in order
o facilitate the removing or the fluidic shunt of the cells.

The possibility of operating stacks with some failed cells in

resence of fuel has to be considered as well. Some precautions
an then be taken by conducting the experiment in convenient
onditions. The diagnosis test duration with hydrogen supply
hall be as short as possible. The investigated stack could be

t
i
m
(

o cathode (performed with the three-cell stack).

ept at ambient temperature (around 20 ◦C) in order to avoid
ny contribution to thermal concentrating points due to a poten-
ial reaction between hydrogen and oxygen. If a low flow of
ydrogen is applied at anode side, a much larger flow at cathode
ide should be used. Indeed, if some hydrogen crosses to the
athode, the airflow at cathode will act like ventilation and thus
educe the risk. To make the experiment easier and also to avoid
ome temperature increase on the MEA areas, no load current
hall be used and only the open current voltages (OCV) of the
arious cells shall be monitored. Actually, a zero current value
ill also be more convenient to observe the loss in voltage due to

he crossover (even if the operation at OCV or at low current den-
ity is not recommended to satisfy some higher reliability and
urability of the PEMFC [3,4]). By considering all these safety
easures, a simple diagnosis test was defined during an explo-

ation work conducted on the low power FC. This basic test can
e called “test of the reactive gas flow square” since it first con-
ists in feeding the stack with hydrogen and air during 10 s and
hen in stopping the gas flows suddenly (Fig. 3). Notice that the
est could be performed in stopping suddenly the fuel flow only.
he monitoring of the cell OCV gives some information about

he numeral of the failed cell(s). Indeed, at zero load current and
fter the stop of the gas, a safe cell keeps normally a quite sta-
le and high voltage (close to 0.9 V) during 1 min at least. This
uration as well as the level of the cell voltages depends on the
mounts of reactive gas buffers within the cell electrodes, the
as diffusion layers (GDL) and the bipolar plate channels. The
esults of the tests displayed in Fig. 3 shows first a slight higher
oltage for Cell 3 when the stack is fed with reactive gases: the
oltage of Cell 3 is equal to 0.95 V about, while the other cells
ave some voltages rather near 0.9 V. Then, a rapid drop-down
or the voltage of Cell 3 can be observed after the shut-down of
he gases. This particular behaviour suggests that the buffer vol-
mes of hydrogen in the related cell are consumed more rapidly
n comparison with what happens for the other cells. The fuel
uick consumption at anode electrode in the defective cell leads

o a fast decrease of the hydrogen partial pressure at the reaction
nterface and the hydrogen buffer volume is not sufficient any-

ore to maintain a usual OCV value. The low voltages observed
inferior to 0.1 V) indicate that the fuel may only be found in
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Fig. 3. “Test of the reactive gas flow square” l

he anode electrode in very small quantities, possibly under the
orm of traces. The hydrogen consumption at anode electrode
ay have different causes: fuel crossover through a membrane

reak or hole, through a damaged sealing and dilution in the
ir at the cathode side. In such a test, the hypothesis of com-
ustion cannot be completely dismissed. The combustion may
ossibly be detected by monitoring the gas flow temperatures at
tack outlets. In this case, abnormal elevation of the temperature
an be correlated with a burning in the FC assembly. This was
ctually not the case in the test carried out with the investigated
hree-cell stack. Note that some voltage levels similar to those

easured at the beginning of test could be reached at the end of
est, once the stack was fed again with hydrogen and air.

Some additional research work is needed to obtain a better
nderstanding of the crossover phenomena. In particular, the dif-
erent conditions that should lead alternately either to hydrogen
ilution or fuel burning should be determined with more accu-
acy, since the consequences of such phenomena are different
rom the safety point of view.

In addition, the impact of the gradient of total pressure across
he MEA has to be better evaluated. Indeed, different levels of
ressure gaps between anode and cathode should lead to differ-
nt fuel or air transfer rates through the MEA. The phenomenon
as investigated from an experimental point of view. The FC
as operated in pressure control mode, using both the gas flow

ontrollers located upstream of the stack and the back-pressure
alves at stack outlets on the gas pipes. Some tests, quite sim-
lar to the “test of the reactive gas flow square”, could show
hat the additional carrying out of different anode–cathode pres-
ures gaps could influence the evolution of the cell voltages
fter the stop of the reactive gas flows, and thus the value of the
rossover rate through the MEA (Fig. 4). A pressure treatment
eemed even able to “cure” the failed cell, at less temporarily
nd possibly by “closing” a leakage hole in the MEA. Unfor-
unately, the repeatability of the test allowing the minimisation
f the leak rate could not be so high. But these experimental

esults and the obtaining of some temporary problem reduction
onstitute an interesting solution track for the next definition
f FC operation in degradation modes, especially for transport
pplications.

s
s

s

the aged three-cell stack under investigation.

Since the FC was used in the framework of a durability
esearch program, Cell 3 was removed and the lifetime test could
ontinue to operate with only two cells during several hundred
f hours in given conditions related to the ageing test of interest.
n this case, but also in a more general way, it remains difficult
o explain why one or several cells of an assembly fail whereas
he other ones keep working without any problem. The par-
icular position of some cells inside a large stack, linked with
ome possible specific physical constraints, can sometimes be
orrelated with the cause of a defect. By this way, the MEA
ocated in the middle of the FC may be affected by slightly
igher temperatures. The first cells or the last cells can also be
ubjected to different conditions such as somewhat higher gas
emperatures or pressures gradients, starvation phenomena. . .
specially in dynamic mode operations including some relative
uick variations of gas flows. Not only the test conditions have
o be considered in order to elucidate the potential sources of
ell failures. One can also imagine that some local and minor
mperfections that formed during the MEA fabrication process
r stack assembly, such as crack, could act like a stress concen-
rating point. Further constraints as a result of FC operation and
hanges in the membrane environment could then cause crack
nlargement.

.4. Further experiment analysis through modelling

Some additional explanations are given about the evolutions
f the cell voltages observed during the “test of the reactive gas
ow square”. The aim here is not to develop a detailed single
ell model with large prediction capabilities, but rather to pro-
ose a means allowing an easier understanding of the collected
est results. Other and important objectives are the following
nes: to illustrate the underlying complexity of the physical
henomena observed and to show some possible difficulties to
e encountered during next modelling tasks. Some modelling
spects proposed in this subsection will also be used in the third

ection in order to interpret the results obtained from a larger FC
tack.

First, it is well-known that the voltage level of a FC cell
trongly depends on the partial pressures of hydrogen and oxy-
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Fig. 4. Carrying out of anode–cathode pressure

en at the electrode interfaces, respectively: PH2 electrode and
O2 electrode expressed in this paper in [mbar abs.]. This depen-
ency can notably be observed in the mathematical expression
elated to the reversible thermodynamic potential of the reaction
rev, based on the Nernst potential relation and on the assump-

ion that the water produced by the reaction is in the liquid state
Eq. (1)).

OCV
Theor = E0 + RT

2F
ln

(
PH2 electrode

1000
·
√

PO2 electrode

1000

)
(1)

here, E0 = 1.23 − 0.000846(T − 298.15); R = 8.314
J mol−1 K−1]; F = 96485 [C]. T is the temperature of the
ell [K] and Pi is the partial pressures of gas i [mbar abs.].

Actually, the reversible thermodynamic potential EOCV
Theor cor-
esponds to a rather theoretical OCV (For example: EOCV
Theor =

.23 V at T = 23 ◦C, which corresponds approximately to the
emperature of the test described in Section 2.3). Indeed, the

easured values are always lower than these expected values.

[

I

and observation of the cell voltage evolutions.

he experimental cell voltages of safe PEMFC stacks are gen-
rally ranging from 0.90 to 1 V at no load current and with
he cells fed by oxygen and hydrogen. As reported in Ref. [22],
ome quantitative explanations for such real OCV behaviour are
ardly to be found in the literature. Zhang et al. concluded from
heir own investigations that the difference between the mea-
ured and theoretical OCVs is mainly caused by two factors:
ne voltage drop (�EOCV

O2-Pt) is linked with the reaction between

he platinum surface and oxygen, the other one (�EOCV
H2-xover)

s due to the hydrogen crossover/internal currents through the
lectrolyte [23]. According to Ref. [22], the �EOCV

O2-Pt value at
3 ◦C and 1.0 atm can be estimated to 0.182 V. The impacts of
he hydrogen and oxygen partial pressures over the cell voltage
an also be observed in the activation overvoltages and through
ne possible expression of the Butler–Volmer relation (Eq. (2))

22].

= i0

(
e(2αTfη) − e−(2(1−αT )fη)

)
(2)
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FlO2 GDL = (PO2 Chan − PO2 electrode)

RO2 GDL f
(4)
Fig. 5. Modelling of the

here, I is the load current density in [A cm−2] (cell active area
f 100 cm2). T = 296.15 K; η is the cell overvoltage [V]; i0 is
he apparent exchange current density (here, for a temperature
f 23 ◦C, i0 is equal to 1.22 × 10−4 [A cm−2] according to Ref.
22]). f = F/R/T and α = 0.00168 K−1.

�EOCV
H2-xover can be expressed according to Eq. (2), using

he potential decrease (η) caused by hydrogen crossover using
he hydrogen crossover current density as I (for example: with
= 1 mA cm−2, we have η = 0.0543 V). According to Ref. [23],
typical value for the crossover current density in a “safe”

ow temperature cell operated in conventional conditions is
mA cm−2. Note that the importance of the potential drop due

o crossover is much less in the case of higher temperatures
ecause the exchange current density is much higher.

Finally, the OCV potential used in our simulation EOCV
Sim can

e expressed by Eq. (3).

OCV
Sim = EOCV

Theor − �EOCV
O2-Pt − �EOCV

H2-xover (3)

The partial pressures at the electrode interfaces involved in
q. (1) (and possibly the related dissolved gas concentrations)
annot be directly measured, but they can be estimated using
ome more or less sophisticated models [24–26]. Here, the par-
icular voltage evolution observed during the “test of the reactive
as flow square” can be explained qualitatively, and in a quite
imple way, using some convenient electricity–fluidic analogies
or the description of the FC channels and gas diffusion layers
GDL). In the proposed approach, the gas flows (Fl) are con-
idered and treated as electrical currents, the gas pressures (P)
s voltages. The gas accumulations in volumes are modelled
ither by electrical–fluidic capacities (CO2 f and CH2 f) or con-
rollable voltage sources, and the pressure drops using some
lectrical–fluidic resistances (RO2 f and RH2 f). Fig. 5 shows the
C model adopted for the representation of the fluidic phe-
omena in the plate channels, in the GDLs and electrodes as
ell as in the membrane. This model can be rapidly and eas-

ly implemented for instance in the Matlab/SimulinkTM [27]
nvironment.

The total pressures inside the channel compartments
Ptot air chan and Ptot H2 chan) can be estimated as the arithmetic
eans of the total pressures measured both at stack inlets and

utlets during the experiments. Unfortunately, the oxygen and
ydrogen partial pressure in the channels (PO2 chan and PH2 chan)
annot directly and easily be computed from the measurements

f the total pressures, by assuming constant oxygen and hydro-
en molar fraction. Indeed, some measurements of positive
bsolute pressures by the two sensors, placed at stack inlets
nd outlets, do not necessarily mean that high amounts (i.e.,

F
t

c phenomena in the FC.

igh partial pressures) of oxidant and fuel are present in the FC.
hus, in the simulation proposed in this paper and for a didactic
urpose, we prefer to impose some well-defined profiles for the
volutions of the pressures in the plate channels. The total par-
ial pressure cycle of Fig. 6 is adopted at anode and at cathode
ide as well. The proposed time dependant profile is deduced
rom the experimental observations made during the “test of the
eactive gas flow square”. It is thus composed of several phases:
rst steady pressure period (from 0 to 1.5 min), then two ramps
ith the total pressures equal to zero at t = 4 min, and finally
new plateau (from 4.5 to 5 min). The particular point with

ero partial pressures is not likely to be encountered during a
eal experiment. Indeed, very small/minimal amounts of reac-
ive gases would certainly remain in the gas pipes and inside the
C. But such a rather theoretical and simple cycle allows mainly
better observation and comparison of the simulated voltages

or safe and defective cells (i.e., with gas crossover). Note that
he oxygen and hydrogen partial pressures in the channels are
asically calculated using some molar fractions equal to 0.21
nd 1, respectively. The possible relative humidity rates of the
ases are not taken into account in the proposed model, neither
he effects of the possible reactive gas consumptions in the FC
ver the oxygen and hydrogen molar fraction variation at stack
utlets.

The values of the oxygen and hydrogen flows passing through
he GDLs can be expressed by Eqs. (4) and (5).
ig. 6. Adopted profile for the total pressure evolutions in the plate channels vs.
ime.
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lH2 GDL = (PH2 Chan − PH2 electrode)

RH2 GDL f
(5)

Notice that these relations, deduced from Fig. 6 and by using
ome basic electrical circuit laws, are analogue to the expres-
ion of a Fick’s law or Darcy’s law. The values of RO2 f and
H2 f could possibly be determined using Eqs. (4) and (5), and

uned thanks to the measurement of the diffusion limiting cur-
ent (theoretically obtained for PO2 electrode and PH2 electrode equal
o zero). However, the RO2 f and RH2 f values are most likely
on-linear factors (especially vs. the gas flows passing through
he GDLs) and they are also highly dependant on the amount
f liquid water contained in the GDLs, which can even block
he reactive gas flow in case of flooding. Here, the simulation
s done with RO2 GDL f = RH2 GDL f = 1000 [mbar Nl−1 min] and

O2 f = RH2 f = 5 × 10−5 [Nl mbar−1], which leads to RC time
onstants of 3 s.

The calculation of the reactive gas flow consumptions at the
lectrodes (FlO2 CONS and FlH2 CONS in [mol s−1]), related with
he crossover phenomenon, is a rather difficult task. The gas flow
onsumptions should be estimated following different ways and
ossible scenarios.

First, it can possibly be assumed that hydrogen will pass
hrough the membrane and that it will be diluted in the air at the
athode. In this case, fuel only will be consumed at the anode and
hus, this is the induced decrease of the hydrogen partial pressure
hat will affect the cell voltage (scenario 1). A reaction between
xygen and hydrogen is likely to occur, possibly in stoichiomet-
ic proportions (scenario 2). The flow gas consumptions can be
rought back to the delivery of an equivalent internal current
ensity (I). The gas flow value crossing the membrane and the
as composition can also be governed by the total pressure gra-
ient between the anode and cathode compartments. According
o the sign of this pressure difference, some hydrogen or some
ir can pass through the membrane. If the pressure is higher
t anode side, hydrogen will then migrate across the broken or
orous membrane (scenario 3A). In the contrary case, some air
ill leak through the membrane (scenario 3B). The leakage flow

ould possibly be computed from the value of a fluidic resistance
inked with the electrolyte (Rmembrane f) and from the gradient of
otal pressures on both anode and cathode sides.

Scenario 1:

FlH2 CONS = const

FlO2 CONS = 0
(6)

Scenario 2:

FlH2 CONS = I

2F

FlO2 CONS = I

4F

(7)

Scenario 3A:
FlH2 CONS = (PH2 electrode − (PO2 electrode/0.21))

Rmembrane f=I/(2F )

FlO2 CONS = I

4F

(8)

fl
fi
e
t

Fig. 7. OCV evolutions for different crossover current densities.

Scenario 3B:

FlO2 CONS = 0.21((PO2 electrode/0.21) − PH2 electrode)

Rmembrane f=I/(4F )

FlH2 CONS = I

2F

(9)

n a first approach, we will assume here in the next simula-
ions that the crossover takes place according to scenario 2.
esides, the generation of anode–cathode pressure gaps and their
ffects on the cell voltages during the experiment of Fig. 4 have
uggested that the induced changes of the crossover rate were
ot really reproducible. Some simulations are made considering
arious values of equivalent crossover current density (I). The
CV evolutions are shown in Fig. 7. One simulation is related

o the theoretical case of a safe cell with no crossover at all
I = 0 mA cm−2). The voltage response of this ideal FC can be
bserved on the graph. The potential drops down suddenly when
he pressures in the plate channels are around zero (accordingly
o the profile defined in Fig. 6). This is due to the particular and
strong” effects of the logarithm function contained in Eq. (1).
s expected, a progressive loss of the stack performances can
e seen for the other simulations done with higher crossover
urrents. The increase of the gas leakage level leads to lower
CVs during the pressure plateaux. It leads also to longer star-
ation phases (i.e., periods with oxygen and/or hydrogen partial
ressures equal to zero) [5,6] and thus to higher durations linked
ith zero cell voltages. These transient phases with no gas feed-

ng at the FC electrodes are displayed in Fig. 8 and, for example,
ase of a crossover current density equal to 200 mA cm−2. The
ntensity and the dynamics of the partial pressure depletions
re obviously linked with the gas leakage importance but also
ith the numerical values initially chosen for the various fluidic

esistances and capacities.
Although the model proposed is based on relative strong

ssumptions, it already allows a better understanding of the
hysical phenomena involved in the “test of the reactive gas

ow square”. In order to get some improved representations and
ttings of the experimental data linked with this test, the influ-
nce of the pressure profile in the channels and the impact of
he anode–cathode pressure gap should be better analysed, pos-
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Fig. 8. Oxygen and hydrogen partial pressures vs

ibly by evaluating the influences of other leakage scenarios and
uidic resistance/capacity values. Moreover, the effect of the
ouble layer capacities should be taken into account in a more
omplete model. This will probably “smooth” the OCV curves
btained in Fig. 7 and thus lead to simulated cell voltage evolu-
ions closer to the experimental ones. Some additional work has
lso to be done in order to explain the slight higher OCV of the
ailed cell, observed in Fig. 3 for 0 < t < 1.4 min, when it is fed
y some reactive gas flows.

. Development of experimental methodologies for
arger stacks

It is obviously necessary to carry out studies on FC stack
aterials and components as well as on single cells in order

o obtain a better knowledge of the fundamental and in situ
echanisms related with the MEA degradation. Neverthe-

ess, experiments done on large fuel cell stacks meeting the
ransportation requirements bring to the fore some points and
hallenges that cannot be encountered on small single cells. For
nstance, some inhomogeneous gas distributions and the induced
ocal sub-stoichiometry operations may occur more frequently
n larger stacks, especially when they have to be fed by fast gas
ow changes as it can happen over transport mission profiles.
herefore, once the first investigations were done with a 100 W

hree-cell stack, the work was completed with the study of a
ailed stack with a power and a cell number more representative
f FC for vehicle applications.

.1. Example of a 5 kW PEMFC stack

The second investigated PEMFC in conventional operation
as also to be fed with humidified air and hydrogen. It is made up
f 42 cells that are electrically connected in series. The MEA are
ade up from commercially available Gore membranes, GDL

nd electrodes. Each cell has an active area of 375 cm2. The

ow field plates distributing air and hydrogen to the MEA are
ade of machined graphite. The nominal electrical power and

oad current of the FC stack are, respectively, equal to 5 kW and
75 A. The usual hydrogen and air stoichiometry rate FSA/FSC

i
s
a
a

for a crossover current density of 200 mA cm−2.

et is 1.2/2. Nominal stack temperature is 55 ◦C. Pressures at
tack inlets shall be equal to 1.8 bar abs. This stack was built
n 2002 and it was used for different experiments and studies:
teady-state runs, operations on load current cycles related with
ynamical mission transport profiles, connection of electronic
onverters with topologies close to those of embedded drive
rains [28,29]. This FC is tested on one test bench that allows
he test of PEM fuel cells with maximal power of 10 kW. The
eneral principle of the test system and some parts of the set-up
re close to the one of a real embedded generator but obviously,
he technological choices made for the actuators and the need of
thorough instrumentation for the stack characterisation lead to
system that cannot be as compact as a generator in a vehicle.
he complete test bench may be divided into several subsystems:

he air and hydrogen supplies at the required physical conditions
flow rates, pressures, temperatures and hygrometry levels), the
ubsystem dedicated to the control of stack temperature, the
lectronic load and the control/supervision unit.

The fluidic topology of the test bench is slightly different
rom the architecture of the 1 kW set-up. The air pressure is reg-
lated thanks to the mechanical control valve DT100. The air
ow is measured by a stack upstream flow-meter (QG100); it is
ontrolled downstream of the stack thanks to the proportional
alve EV101. The hydrogen pressure is controlled simultane-
usly with the air pressure by the valve DT400. In fact, this
s done in order to avoid any large pressure gap between the
node and cathode compartments, which may damage and tear
he membranes. The hydrogen flow is set downstream of the
tack by a flow regulator (RG401). Hydrogen flow at the stack
nlet is measured by a flow-meter (QG400). The fluidic topol-
gy adopted to control the gas flows allows keeping the gas
olumes under pressure in the compartments. These reactant
uffers are interesting in dynamic operating conditions. Con-
erning the hydrogen feeding of the FC, three operation modes
re possible: open mode, dead-end mode with flushes, hydro-
en recirculation mode. Some pressure sensors located at gas

nlets and outlets allow determining the pressure losses in the
tack. The test bench includes two humidification devices for air
nd hydrogen. Of course, the test bench is also equipped with
water circuit to control the stack temperature. The set-up is
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square” performed on the three-cell stack was also a means to
investigate the role of fast gas pressure dynamics over the cell
performances. With the same objective, some slight gas pressure
variations in the cathode compartments were then generated on
Fig. 9. Simplified scheme of the 10 kW test b

ontrolled by a Labview–Lexart process, which enables also the
ata acquisition. Fig. 9 shows a simplified scheme of the 10 kW
est bench fluidic architecture. The temperature control loop,
he humidification systems, the fuel recirculation loop as well
s other devices like heat exchangers are not represented on the
icture.

This stack was operated in steady-state when a problem
ccurred. The shut-down of the current load, the stop of the
eactive gas as well as the inerting of the anode circuit through
itrogen were automatically observed after that some cell volt-
ges crossed quite suddenly (i.e., in a few seconds) a low cell
oltage threshold defined at 200 mV. Once this error was encoun-
ered, an overboard leak check was performed on the stack using
itrogen at the anode. The procedure adopted is a variant of the
ne described in Section 2.2. The cathode compartment was
ealed off using the electro-valves at stack inlet and outlet. The
node compartment was pressurised at 400 mbar. rel. and sealed
s well. Unlike in the case of the leak test performed on the
hree-cell stack, no control of the pressure inside the compart-

ent was done. After about 2 min, an equilibrium of the anode
nd cathode pressures at 200 mbar. rel. was reached. This was the
onfirmation of an internal leakage within the stack. Of course,
he FC parameters were monitored when the failure occurred
ut unfortunately, the analysis of the collected data could not
eveal any unexpected changes in several variables such as cell
oltages, temperatures, pressures, which could indicate a possi-
le source of malfunction. Therefore, the failed cells had then to
e found by using some well-suited diagnosis methods adapted
rom those developed with the low power three-cell stack.

.2. Localisation of the failed cells

A variant of the “test of the reactive gas flow square”, already
erformed with the three-cell stack, was conducted in order to
nd the defective cells. Unfortunately, with the different flu-

dic architecture of the 10 kW set-up, the test could not be as
etermining as in the case of the three-cell stack. Indeed, high
ynamical variations of reactive gas flows, like sudden steps of

ows, could not be performed so easily. The buffer volume of
ases in the anode and cathode compartments led to additional
ime constants in the decrease phase of the pressures within the
tack. However, during the diminution stage of the flow and

F
c
r

used to operate the investigated 42 cell stack.

ressure values, the speed rates observed for the drop-down of
he various cell voltages were not homogeneous in the stack.
he cells around Cell 20 have shown the voltages with the most

apid falls. The durations observed by each cell to reach some
efined voltage levels are displayed in Fig. 10. This quite singu-
ar behaviour of this cell group can constitute first information
bout the potentially failed cells. Nevertheless, the cell voltage
volution is also likely to be explained by considering the FC
nternal design (i.e., the position of the gas inlets–outlets in the
tack, the respective directions of the gas flow inside the assem-
ly related with the geometry of the channel distributions in the
ipolar plates). This problem may be elucidated using a compu-
ational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling approach [30]. Since
he stack geometry was unknown and also because we aimed at
eveloping above all some practical and “non-intrusive” diag-
osis procedures, some other experiments were carried out still
ith the goal to find the defective cells.
Another alternative diagnosis test method was imagined by

aking into account the capabilities of the test bench used for
he experiments. Actually, the “test of the reactive gas flow
ig. 10. Results for the variant of the “test of the reactive gas flow square”
arried out on the 5 kW stack. Durations observed by each one the 42 cells to
each some defined voltage levels.
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Fig. 11. Profile of the pressures applied at stack inlets.

he 5 kW stack using the pneumatic valve EV101 located at stack
utlet on the air pipe (Fig. 9). The hydrogen pressure was con-
rolled simultaneously in a mechanical way thanks to the existing
ink between the expanders DT100 and DT400 (this process can
lso be observed in Fig. 9). The pressure cycle applied is plot-
ed in Fig. 11 in the time-window ranging from t = 51 to 304 s,
hich corresponds roughly to three pseudo-periods of the pro-
le imposed. The OCV measurements of a few singular cells
re displayed in Fig. 12 for the same time interval and all the
ell voltage plots are displayed on the 3D graph of Fig. 13 in
quite larger time-domain. By analysing the recorded data, it

an be noticed that the pressure profile has some very different
epercussions on the various OCV. On the one hand, most of
he cells are only little sensitive to the pressure dynamics. These
nes show very stable voltages as well as relative high perfor-

ances in terms of mean cell voltage (from 0.895 V for Cell 40

o 0.921 for Cell 24 in the time interval of Fig. 12). On the other
and, a few other cells (Cells 19, 21 and 27) have some specific
ehaviours, i.e., either lower mean voltage values or unsteady

s
o
c
t

Fig. 13. Voltages of the cells as a function of th
ig. 12. Voltages of a few cells as a function of the pressure profile applied at
tack inlets.

eactions. Cell 19 has a mean voltage (0.874 V) lower than those
f other safe cells like Cell 24 or Cell 40. Moreover, Cell 27 and
rincipally Cell 21 have unstable voltage evolutions (standard
eviations of 0.0049; 0.0044 and 0.0004, respectively, for Cells
7; 21 and 24). However, it can be noticed that the voltage fluctu-
tions remain time-dependant from the gas pressure evolutions.
hese abnormal patterns correspond to erratic cell performances
nd they can be attributed to leakages inside the cells.

The differences observed between all the cell behaviours are
ikely to be explained by various phenomena and factors. First,
ven in the case of a new FC, certain performance discrepancy
etween the cells can generally be observed. This may be due
n the one hand to some possible dispersion in the manufactur-
ng process of the FC components and on the other hand to the

tack assembly operation, which is still manual and thus source
f possible dispersion. Then, the stack operation for any various
onditions and durations can lead to the emphasis of the ini-
ial performance distribution detected between all the cells. The

e pressure profile applied at stack inlets.
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tack design (e.g., location of the gas inlets and outlets) may also
ave a role in the variance of the cell voltages measured in any
EMFC stack. Of course, all these consideration must be taken

nto account to explain the cell behaviour differences observed
n Fig. 13. However, it is obvious that the strongest deviations
n the cell voltage measurements can be attributed here either to
uel crossovers in the membranes or to defective sealing causing
node–cathode leakages. As stated in Section 2.4 (through the
quations of the FC reversible potential, the Nernst relation as
ell as the expression of the activation losses), the voltage of a
C at no load is essentially governed by the following param-
ters: cell temperature, partial pressures of the reactive gases
hydrogen and oxygen). The gas crossover (as well as the FC
anufacturing, the stack conditioning and operation in a lesser

xtent) will thus impact the cell OCV evolutions through these
hysical parameters.

A lower mean cell voltage, like the one measured for Cell
9, can possibly be explained by a higher fuel leakage rate from
node to cathode across the related MEA. In this case, the cell
ehaves actually as a safe cell submitted to an external load cur-
ent. Obviously, in the case of such a failed cell, this load current
annot be collected, neither used. As it was already done in the
evelopment of the model described in Section 2.4, this current
hall be assigned to an equivalent internal current, namely: I
23].

The dramatic variations of some OCVs, like those observed
or Cells 21 and 27, is another different distinctive sign of gas
eakage. These typical behaviours can be correlated with large
ensitivities of the cell performances to the pressure gap varia-
ions exerted by the means of the set-up. In particular, the lower
oltage values measured during the transients can possibly be
ssociated to lower partial pressures of the reactive gases at the
eaction interfaces (almost time-synchronous dependence can
e noted). The forms of the voltage transients from one cell to
he other one might be affected by the fuel leakage rate and by
ts dynamics, by the buffer volumes of reactive gases inside the
DL and electrodes (represented by the parameters CO2 GDL f

nd CH2 GDL f in the model) but also by different diffusion capa-
ilities of the various GDLs (variables RO2 GDL f and RH2 GDL f).
ne can also assume that different leakage scenarios like those
epicted in Section 2.4, any possible mechanical movements of
he MEA layer structure at the local points of the membrane
oles or cracks can probably contribute to the production of the
on-common voltage forms observed.

. Conclusion

This article presents some test data and descriptions related
ith two fuel cell stacks that failed due to internal gas leak-

ges. Some practical guidelines and experimental procedures
re provided. They enable to detect the defective cells inside
he FC without opening the stack assemblies and they preserve
s much as possible the integrity of the other safe cells. Some

xplanations about the physical phenomena observed during the
ests are given and some preliminary modelling actions are initi-
ted to reach this aim. However, important research work is still
eeded both to get a better understanding of the crossover phe-

[

[

ources 182 (2008) 449–461

omena and to obtain some improved physical representation
f the dynamical signal patterns observed during the conducted
xperiments. In particular, the different operating conditions that
hould lead alternately to hydrogen dilution at the cathode, fuel
urning, hydrogen or air diffusion through the membrane. . .
ave to be better determined.

From a more practical point of view, some techniques that
llow valuable diagnosis of the FC state of health have to be
eveloped especially for the transport applications. Moreover,
o make FC commercially viable in the transportation sector, it
s also crucial to develop some technical concepts which allow
ertain redundancy, for instance through the use of multi-stack
enerators and the continuation of operation even if one stack
ails [31,32]. Indeed, a strengthen FC reliability and a high power
vailability are naturally considered as very important targets,
articularly for the vehicle end-users.
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